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**Non technical summary**

Job placement vouchers can be regarded as a tool to spur competition between public and private job placement activities. The German government launched this instrument in order to end the public placement monopoly and to subsidize its private competitors by means of job placement vouchers. Individuals unemployed for at least three months and eligible for unemployment benefits are entitled to a voucher. The Federal Employment Agency pays between 1,500 and 2,500 € per successful placement, depending on the duration of previous unemployment. This paper evaluates the causal effect of a voucher issue on the probability of regular employment.

The empirical analysis is based on very rich administrative data provided for the first time by the Federal Employment Agency. We apply propensity score matching as a method to solve the fundamental evaluation problem and to estimate the effect of an innovative job placement voucher scheme in Germany. We discuss in detail the plausibility of the identifying matching assumptions and argue that they should hold, i.e. the matched control group is a reliable proxy for the unobserved counterfactual. We define treatment in our evaluation design as “receipt of a first voucher during the unemployment spell” in May and June 2003, and outcome as employment within 12 months after voucher issue. Therefore, we compare voucher recipients to a matched control group of non-recipients.

Our results indicate that 12 months after the receipt of a voucher, 27.09 percent of the recipients are in regular employment, whereas only 20.60 percent of the matched control group are employed. This difference of 6.49 percentage points can be interpreted as the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT). Furthermore, the ATT is largest for vouchers with the lowest bonus and vice versa. Apparently, the higher cost for placing “bad risks” cannot be offset by the higher bonus.

Interestingly, deadweight plays a minor role with job placement vouchers. We highlight an efficiency measure based on a comparison of treatment effects and redeemed vouchers. According to this measure, the deadweight is negligible.
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Abstract

Job placement vouchers can be regarded as a tool to spur competition between public and private job placement activities. The German government launched this instrument in order to end the public placement monopoly and to subsidize its private competitors. We exploit very rich administrative data provided for the first time by the Federal Employment Agency and apply propensity score matching as a method to solve the fundamental evaluation problem and to estimate the effect of the vouchers. We find positive treatment effects on the employment probability after one year of 6.5 percentage points in Western Germany and give a measure for deadweight loss.
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1 Introduction

In the nineties, an increasing number of European public employment services lost their placement monopoly. Since then, public and private services have coexisted in most OECD countries. Germany was one of the last European countries to deregulate its job placement market. The public monopoly was abolished as late as in 1994, but regulation remained strict in comparison with much more deregulated markets like Great Britain and the Netherlands (Walwei 1991, Buttler/Walwei 1995, OECD 2001 and Konle-Seidl 2002). In 2002, job placement was further deregulated giving most of the unemployed (length of unemployment more than 3 months) access to the private job placement market. Furthermore, the government introduced a voucher scheme in April 2002.

Whereas Australia and the Netherlands use auctions to contract out employment services to private agencies (Dockery/Stromback 2001, OECD 2003), job placement vouchers are a more liberal approach where voucher recipients have much consumer sovereignty: they are free to choose the private agency they want to approach. The government launched this new instrument in order to end the public placement monopoly and to subsidize private competitors by means of job placement vouchers. Individuals unemployed for at least three months and eligible for unemployment benefits are entitled to a voucher. The Federal Employment Agency pays between 1,500 and 2,500 € per successful placement, depending on the duration of previous unemployment. Therefore, job placement in Germany now takes place via three main channels. First, and most importantly, unemployed individuals seek jobs on their own initiative. From a survey among employers in 2004 (Kettner/Spitznagel 2005) we know that 84 percent of job matches are based on this channel. Second, job seekers turn to job centers for assistance (14 percent of matches). Third, they use private job placement agencies (2 percent). This third channel is to be strengthened by job placement vouchers making recipients more attractive customers for private agencies. This paper evaluates the causal effect of a voucher issue on the probability of regular employment. Public-sector caseworkers receive a salary whether they are successful in placing job seekers or not. As opposed to that, private agencies and their staff are profit-oriented and exposed to competition. Therefore we assume that private agencies work more effectively. A positive treatment effect may be expected, but we have to be cautious with respect to selection bias.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is devoted to a detailed description of the job placement voucher scheme. Section 3 describes the administrative data set as well as the
sample selection. Section 4 presents the fundamental evaluation problem and discusses the identifying assumptions of the matching approach. Section 5 reports the empirical results on average treatment effects on the treated estimated by propensity score matching. Section 6 concludes.

2 Institutional features of job placement vouchers

How do job placement vouchers work? Basically, it is a four-step procedure. (1) All individuals having been registered as unemployed for more than three months are eligible for vouchers. (2) There are two ways of obtaining vouchers. (2a) Individuals knowing about the vouchers ask for them and receive them. (2b) Caseworkers offer the voucher to (selected) individuals based on their subjective judgment. (3) The recipient may now sign a placement contract with a private placement agency. (4) If the agency finds a private sector job for the unemployed person and an employment contract is signed, the Federal Employment Agency will redeem the voucher to the private agency (like in a “bounty system”).

The redemption amount is graduated. A first payment of 1,000 € is due immediately after the individual has taken up the job. (If employment terminates after less than three months, the agency has to pay back the money.) For an employment that lasts for more than six months, a bonus will be paid after these six months that depends on the duration of previous unemployment:

- 500 € after an unemployment duration of up to 6 months,
- 1,000 € after an unemployment duration of 6 to 9 months,
- 1,500 € after an unemployment duration of more than 9 months.

Vouchers are only valid for a period of three months, which means that the employment contract initiated by the private placement agency has to be signed within three months after the issue of the voucher. The employment itself may start later. In order to avoid misuse, only placements with employers for whom the recipient has never worked before are rewarded.

Caseworkers are not allowed to suggest specific agencies, but the agencies are allowed to advertise their services in the job center. Vouchers are an additional option for unemployed people, they cannot be forced to use them to find a private placement agency. Also, private
agencies may refuse to accept vouchers if they think that they do not cover costs. However, Hagemann/Sörgel (2005a) find that by June 2004 more than 6,000 private agencies (or agents) had cashed in at least one voucher. Only 11 percent of the agencies achieved more than 12 successful placements. But together these larger agencies achieved 59 percent of the successful placements. Private agencies are present in all of the labor market districts.

3 Data and sample selection

The empirical analysis is based on data sets created by the Federal Employment Agency. They contain information on dates of voucher receipt and redemption. Furthermore, the job seekers’ data base (Bewerberangebotsdatei) provides information on socio-economic characteristics, qualification, and recent labor market history. Additional information on the long term labor market history of each individual comes from the recently created integrated employment biographies data base (Integrierte Erwerbsbiografie, IEB). IEB is a composite data set created by the research institute of the Federal Employment Agency (IAB) for the purpose of evaluating Germany’s latest labor market policy reforms and has not been used for evaluation studies before. IEB contains information on regular employment, unemployment benefits paid and participation in labor market programs thereby reducing unobserved heterogeneity.

We define the treatment as “receipt of a first voucher during the unemployment spell” in May and June 2003. From a survey among voucher recipients we know that about 79 percent of them did approach a private placement agency (Hagemann/Sörgel 2005b). We do not have this information in our micro data and we do not know which of the recipients actually signed a placement contract with a private agency. So we cannot evaluate the treatment "signing of a placement contract" which might seem more interesting to the reader. Instead, we can only use receipt as treatment. This parameter seems also relevant to us because it can be influenced more directly by the Federal Employment Agency than the signing of a

1 It must be a job with at least 15 weekly working hours lasting for a minimum of three months.

2 See Lechner et al. (2001) for a description of these data.

3 This means that “activation” effects of voucher receipt which might occur in addition to the intended functioning of the voucher are included in the estimated effects.
We concentrate on the first voucher in the unemployment period. The time frame of voucher provision had to be restricted to May and June of 2003 because data from the job seekers’ data base dating back further than May 2003 was not available, and we aim to observe a time interval after the treatment that is sufficiently long.

We conducted separate analyses for Eastern and Western Germany, as the two regions still feature very different labor markets and handling of labor market programs. We focus on the results for Western Germany, those for Eastern Germany are available upon request.

We only included eligible individuals in the control group who were unemployed for at least one day in May and June 2003 and who have never received vouchers. The fact that part of the recipients (about 18%) obtained a second voucher (or more) in their unemployment spell implies that we actually estimate the effect of being in the voucher scheme versus not being in the voucher scheme. As a sensitivity analysis, we allow non-recipients to receive a voucher two months later at the earliest. This implies estimating the effect of receiving a voucher now versus waiting for two months and possibly receiving a voucher then, as proposed by Sianesi (2004). We do not report the results of this later analysis: they are very similar because voucher take-up is low.

Participants in other active labor market programs at the reference date (like retraining or job creation schemes) are excluded from the control group. But we do not exclude recipients or non-recipients of vouchers who participated in such programs later on. So we implicitly view these policies as one possible consequence of receiving or not receiving a voucher.

Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1. More than 1.4 million individuals in Western Germany are eligible for job placement vouchers. 30,402 received a voucher in May and June 2003. Low participation may be due to the complicated design of vouchers. The selection process will be discussed in detail in Section 4.

---

4 There might be cases where a caseworker offers a voucher but the unemployed person does not take it. We do not observe those cases, therefore the Federal Employment Agency can still not control our parameter perfectly.

5 This means that we measure the effect of receiving the voucher versus using the placement services of the Federal Employment Agency without participating in any labor market program. Otherwise our estimated effect would be influenced by the effect of other programs.

6 This approach is also followed in Gerfin/Lechner (2002) and Sianesi (2004).

7 However, the percentage (2.11) in the table cannot be interpreted as the take-up rate. This has to be calculated by relating the 30,402 to a 2-months-inflow into eligibility, which produces about 5%. For our
The characteristics of recipients and non-recipients are compared in table 2. Recipients are younger, better educated, and there are fewer females and foreigners among them.

Although there is no fixed budget for job placement vouchers on the federal level inviting regional offices to compete for the largest share of an endogenous budget, the data reveal huge variations between the labor market districts in the take-up rate. We could not find a systematical relationship of this variation to regional labor market conditions (unemployment rate, vacancy rate, rate of short time work, and other labor market policies).

4 Identification and estimation methods

4.1 The evaluation problem and identifying assumptions

We formalize our evaluation issue in the potential outcome framework. Let $D_i$ be a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the unemployed person receives a voucher and 0 otherwise. Let $Y_i$ be the observed outcome variable which is 1 if the individual is in regular employment at a given date. More precisely, $Y_{1i}$ is the outcome in case of treatment and $Y_{0i}$ is the outcome in case of non-treatment, so $Y_i = D_i Y_{1i} + (1-D_i) Y_{0i}$. We are actually interested in the treatment effect

study we use the stock sample, because using a flow sample would only allow us to estimate the effect for the very short term unemployed given the time frame of our data. This approach is also used in Gerfin/Lechner (2002), for example. 2.11 is the percentage of recipients in this stock sample. Using a stock sample means that individuals in long term unemployment are overrepresented in comparison to a flow sample. So it seems useful to look at the effects for different unemployment durations distinctly, as we will do later on.

For a survey on evaluation methods and literature see Heckman, LaLonde and Smith (1999), Blundell and Dias (2002), Angrist and Krueger (1999).

This representation requires the stable unit-treatment value assumption (SUTVA, see Rubin, 1980). For this assumption to hold there must not be any indirect effects of the job placement vouchers. We would expect
\[ \Delta_i = Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}. \]  
(1)

However, it is never possible to observe \( Y_{1i} \) and \( Y_{0i} \) for the same individual at the same time, so that \( \Delta_i \) cannot be measured directly. This so-called fundamental evaluation problem can be solved if non-testable identifying assumptions hold. The parameter of interest in most evaluation studies is the average effect of treatment on the treated (ATT):

\[ ATT = E(Y_1 - Y_0 \mid D = 1) = E(Y_1 \mid D = 1) - E(Y_0 \mid D = 1). \]  
(2)

In our setting, this parameter would measure the average change in employment probability of voucher recipients that was actually caused by that voucher. A set of assumptions under which the ATT can be identified is the following:

\[ Y_0 \perp D \mid X \]  
(3)

\[ \Pr(D = 1 \mid X) < 1 \]  
(4)

Assumption (3) is the Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA). It is a critical assumption, because all characteristics that influence both treatment and outcome at the same time have to be observed. We will discuss this assumption in section 4.2. Assumption (4) implies that there is common support.

### 4.2 Plausibility of the Matching Assumptions

For the non-testable CIA to be likely to hold, we would have to be able to observe all the criteria which influence both treatment probability and outcome in the case of non-treatment. This assumption has to be discussed in relation to the available data set and the selection process. There are usually two agents involved in the selection process: the caseworker and the unemployed person. The issue of the voucher can be initiated by both.

A survey among caseworkers and voucher recipients (Hagemann/Sörgel 2005b)\(^{10}\) allows us to analyze the stages of the selection process (self selection and administrative selection). 30 percent of the voucher recipients said they obtained information about the voucher from the the job placement vouchers to have substitution effects on non-recipients. However, voucher take-up rates are low and the majority of job matches occurs as a result of the individual’s own search or through public placement agencies. Thus indirect effects are negligible (see Hujer/Zeiss, 2004, for a macroeconometric approach).
notice-board in the job center or from leaflets, 28 percent mentioned the media, and another 28 percent relatives or friends (more than one answer was possible). This shows that better-informed individuals select themselves into the program. Administrative selection is more complicated. The caseworkers’ motivation may be twofold. On the one hand, caseworkers compete with private placement agencies if they think their reputation depends on their relative performance. Consequently, caseworkers would tend to assign those individuals to their competitors who are most unlikely to be placed successfully. On the other hand, caseworkers’ caseload tends to be very high so that the private agencies may help them reduce their work load. This would create the incentive to assign those individuals to the competitors who benefit most from private placement services, because otherwise they might be back very soon. The same would occur if we assumed altruistic behavior of caseworkers trying to improve their clients’ chances for employment. A survey among managers responsible for job placement vouchers in the job centers in Hagemann/Sörgel 2005b shows that vouchers tend to be offered to younger persons with higher qualifications and better placement chances. We can also see from the data that it is much more unlikely for the long-term unemployed to receive vouchers. We conclude that the administrative selection process appears to yield a positive selection of individuals.

We would conclude that the probability of receiving a voucher is higher where caseworkers see good employment chances and where individuals are better informed about available job search channels, which should be true for the more active job seekers. In the following we will argue that there is sufficient information in the data to account for this selection.

Self selection of individuals and the caseworkers’ assessment of their employment prospects will depend on the following characteristics of the individual, which can be also observed in the data:

- socio-demographic attributes such as gender, age, nationality, marital status, childcare responsibilities, and health status

- the qualification of the unemployed: secondary school qualifications, vocational training, and actual qualification level as judged by the caseworker; this last variable is an important indicator of the caseworker’s assessment of the employment prospects

---

10 A random sample (N=6,000) was drawn for this survey. There were 1,290 respondents. Among these respondents, men and individuals under 35 years were underrepresented (14 respectively 8 percentage points).
- information about the job the person is looking for: preferred working time, occupation, and experience in that occupation according to the assessment of the caseworker

- the individual’s recent labor market history is important information for the caseworker, providing the duration of unemployment, the level of unemployment benefits or assistance, the industry, wage, and length of employment in the last job, whether the individual was laid off by the employer, chose to quit or had a fixed-term contract.

However, the caseworkers’ assessment will also depend on their perception of the social skills of their clients and their motivation. Motivation plays an important part in self selection, too: Individuals who are better motivated will be more likely to obtain information about the voucher and more willing to look for and approach a private placement agency. We cannot observe these important “soft factors” directly. But on the one hand, they will be correlated with the observed variables listed above.

On the other hand, we think that most of what is left will largely be reflected in the employment history of the individual. The employment history was shown to be very important for the identification of the causal effect by matching (e.g. Heckman et al. 1998). In our data set, we have daily information on the status of the individual during the last five years. Possible states are employment, unemployment, participation in two labor market programs, and out of the labor force. Having a large sample, we were able to use this information in a very detailed way. We constructed 96 dummy variables representing employment history (six time intervals before voucher receipt times four labor market states times four categories for certain shares of time spend in each state per time interval).

To summarize, we believe there is sufficient information on the unemployed individuals to be able to sufficiently approximate the criteria which influence treatment and outcome in case of not using a voucher. Note that we have more detailed information in our data than other evaluation studies using matching, e.g. Dorsett (2005) and Heckman/Smith (2004). If the reader agrees that the CIA is plausible, we can estimate the average effect of treatment on the treated by matching.

Random variation in the treatment conditional on X, which is needed to achieve common support, could result from varying opinions on the general usefulness of private placement agencies, both on the side of the caseworkers and of the unemployed. These opinions should not influence the outcome in case of non-receipt, having controlled for the above covariates.
4.3 Econometric strategy

Under assumptions (3) and (4) the counterfactual outcome for the recipients (and thus the ATT) can be estimated: for a recipient with characteristics X the average outcome of all the non-recipients with X is a consistent estimate of the counterfactual. But in practice, if X is large and contains many continuous variables, there will be lots of recipients for whom no exact match exists (the “curse of dimensionality”, Heckman et al., 1997). We overcome this obstacle by applying propensity score matching: Recipients and non-recipients are matched based on their estimated probability to belong to the treatment group \(P(X)\). Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) show that matching on \(P(X)\) produces consistent estimates of the treatment effect. However, Dehejia and Wahba (2002) point out that it is important to choose the specification of the propensity estimation carefully in order to balance the covariates. We apply nearest neighbour matching with replacement which matches each recipient to the non-recipient with the closest \(P(X)\).

For the calculation of standard errors of the ATT, we assume independent observations, fixed weights, and homoskedasticity of the outcome variable within the treatment group and the control group (see Lechner, 2001). We use the following formula proposed by Lechner (2002) to calculate the standard errors:

\[
Var(ATT) = \frac{1}{N_1} Var(Y_i \mid D = 1) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_0} \frac{\omega_j^2}{(N_1)^2} Var(Y_i \mid D = 0),
\]

where \(N_1\) is the number of treated individuals and \(\omega_j\) is the weight of observation j in the matching. We will use this equation, which assumes that the variance is not influenced by the fact that the propensity score is an estimated variable, to calculate the approximate standard errors of the ATT.

A practical problem associated with matching follows from the fact that some of the covariates as well as the outcome variable are measured with respect to the voucher issue date. However, such a starting date does not exist for non-recipients. We use a method proposed by Lechner (1999) to account for this issue.\(^{11}\) The starting dates for non-recipients are drawn at random from the distribution of recipients’ starting dates. This generates a distribution of starting dates for the non-recipients which converges to the distribution for
the recipients (all in May and June 2003). If such a hypothetical starting date does not coincide with the institutional frame, i.e. if non-recipients are not eligible at the respective starting date, the observation is deleted. This should not seem too controversial because the control group is made up of eligible individuals who were unemployed for at least one day in May and June 2003.

5 Empirical results

5.1 Propensity Score Estimation

The propensity score is estimated by maximising a likelihood function based on a standard probit equation, where – according to the CIA – the variables are included which should influence both the probability of treatment as well as the outcome in the non-treated state. Economic theory and an implementation study provide some guidance in choosing the relevant variables. We distinguish between six sets of variables: socio-demographic attributes, qualification, information about the last contact with the labor market, information about the favoured new job, recent labor market history, and regional indicators.

Estimation results are available upon request or can be found in Heinze et al. (2004). We will comment on selected variables only. As in most labor market programmes the results show that the participation probability decreases with age. Foreigners have a significantly lower probability of receiving vouchers. Women have a lower probability of receiving a voucher than men. Regarding marital status, the results show that individuals who are married have a higher participation probability than singles. A selectivity of treatment with respect to vocational training is not found because the effect is absorbed by interaction terms with occupational field. We find that individuals with higher qualification from caseworkers’ perspective have a higher probability of receiving a voucher than those without qualification.

5.2 Quality of the matching

Figure 1 shows that common support for all treated individuals is achieved.12 Furthermore, the matching estimator is successful in balancing out observable pre-treatment differences

---

11 A similar procedure is used by Larsson (2003).

12 We have cut off the figure above 600 observations in order to make this discernible for higher values of the propensity score.
between voucher recipients and the matched control group.\textsuperscript{13} Before matching, several of the covariates have standardized differences bigger than 20. After matching, all the variables have standardized differences of less than 2, which is a very good value.\textsuperscript{14} We also used a Hotelling $T^2$ test of the joint null hypothesis of equal means for all of the variables included in the matching between the treatment group and the matched control group.\textsuperscript{15} This null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Figure 1

\section*{5.3 Treatment effects and efficiency considerations}

The estimated ATT of the voucher’s receipt on being in regular employment in the months afterwards is presented in table 3. One month after the receipt of a voucher, 8.6 percent of the recipients are in regular employment, whereas only 5.7 percent of the matched control group are employed. The difference of 2.9 percentage points can be interpreted as the ATT. It rises to 6.1 percentage points after 3 months and 6.5 percentage points after 12 months. This pattern can be explained by the fact that the voucher is valid for three months.

Table 3

Column 6 shows the share of issued vouchers which was redeemed by the Federal Employment Agency up to that time, regardless of whether the corresponding job still existed. Comparing this with the share of recipients in regular employment (column 2) and the ATT (column 4) yields interesting insights in efficiency issues. First, the percentage of redeemed vouchers is smaller than the percentage of recipients in employment. Therefore, some of the recipients successfully find jobs via other channels than vouchers. Second, a conventional measure of deadweight loss is the share of the control group who found a job.

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{13} The results of the balancing tests are available upon request.

\textsuperscript{14} There is no critical value for the standardized difference given in the literature, but Rosenbaum and Rubin (1985) suggest that a value of 20 is “large”.

\textsuperscript{15} This test is used by Smith and Todd (2004).
This is about 21 percent after 12 months in our case. However, for this instrument we propose a more appropriate efficiency measure similar to Michalopoulos et al. (2005): the estimated ATT relative to the redeemed vouchers. We observe that the share of redeemed vouchers after one year is larger than the estimated ATT, because some of the successful recipients would have found a job anyway. Note that only redeemed vouchers are associated with fiscal cost. Because the difference between the two numbers is very small (only 0.9 percent after 12 months), the use of the instrument seems to be quite efficient from the Federal Employment Agency’s perspective. A detailed complementary cost-benefit analysis is beyond the scope of this paper (see Pfeiffer and Winterhager, 2004 for such an analysis).

Recall that bonuses paid to private placement agencies after six months of employment depend on durations of unemployment. The bonus varies between 500 € (unemployed for less than six months) and 1,500 € (unemployed for more than nine months). Interestingly, the ATT is largest for vouchers with the lowest bonus and vice versa.\textsuperscript{16} Apparently, the higher cost for placing “bad risks” cannot be offset by the higher bonus. There are no differences between the treatment effects for males and females, whereas younger individuals (under 25) have much higher effects than those between 25 and 50 and above 50: 10.6 percentage points versus 6.3 and 4.5 percentage points after one year.

The results for East Germany cannot be presented in detail here, but they confirm the West German results. The estimated ATT after 12 months is 5.8 percentage points.

\section{Conclusions}

For a microeconometric analysis of an innovative job placement voucher scheme in Germany, we apply matching as a method to solve the fundamental evaluation problem. We discuss the plausibility of the identifying matching assumptions and argue that they should hold, i.e. the matched control group is a reliable proxy for the unobserved counterfactual. First, we think that the CIA should hold, because the available highly informative administrative data provided for the first time by the Federal Employment Agency minimizes selection on unobservables. Unobserved heterogeneity should be small enough to get a negligible bias. Second, the common support is given because selection into the program is not deterministic due to job seekers’ and caseworkers’ idiosyncratic preferences. Third, the stable unit-treatment value assumption holds due to the very low take-up rate of
about 5 percent of those eligible. We therefore think that we can separate selection and causal effects.

We define treatment in our evaluation design as issuing vouchers, and outcome as employment within 12 months after voucher issue. Therefore, we compare voucher recipients to a matched control group of non-recipients. Individuals received treatment in May and June 2003. Outcome is observable within twelve months (up to June 2004) after the program group has started job search with vouchers.

We find positive average treatment effects on the treated of 6.5 percentage points for West Germany one year after voucher receipt. The main message to German policy makers based on our microeconometric analyses is that the voucher scheme should be continued. However, this assessment might change once macroeconometric and cost-benefit analyses are taken into account. As the effects are smaller for the long term unemployed and older individuals, functional alternatives should be considered for these groups.

Interestingly, deadweight plays a minor role with job placement vouchers. We highlight an efficiency measure based on a comparison of treatment effects and redeemed vouchers. According to this measure, the deadweight is negligible. Traditional measures like the share of controls in regular employment indicating a much higher deadweight loss, are not an appropriate efficiency measure in this case.

Future research should compare the effectiveness of the voucher scheme to that of the new system of contracting out placement services to private agencies which was installed in Germany in 2004. This system is more similar to the systems in Australia and the Netherlands. It would be useful to know which of these systems is more effective in moving certain groups of jobless people back into work.

\[\text{The three ATTs after one year are 7.7, 6.4, and 3.3 percentage points respectively.}\]
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## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>2,420,882</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eligible</td>
<td>1,438,156</td>
<td>59.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voucher obtained</td>
<td>30,402</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voucher redeemed</td>
<td>2,371</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Eligibility and issue of vouchers in May and June 2003 as well as redemption of vouchers for Western Germany
**Table 2:** Descriptive statistics (mean and value of a unit respectively) for recipients and non-recipients, selected attributes (Western Germany)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>recipients</th>
<th>non-recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>observations</td>
<td>30,402</td>
<td>1,407,754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>general socio-demographic attributes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age (in years)</td>
<td>37.43</td>
<td>41.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreign</td>
<td>13.70%</td>
<td>16.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>34.20%</td>
<td>38.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children 0 - 3 years</td>
<td>5.04%</td>
<td>3.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children 3 - 7 years</td>
<td>8.85%</td>
<td>8.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children 7 - 14 years</td>
<td>10.35%</td>
<td>10.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vocational training (reference: without complete training)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on-the-job vocational training</td>
<td>54.51%</td>
<td>46.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classroom vocational training</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
<td>2.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technical college</td>
<td>4.67%</td>
<td>4.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university</td>
<td>3.41%</td>
<td>3.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polytechnic</td>
<td>2.18%</td>
<td>1.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>qualification as seen by the caseworker (reference: no specialized knowledge)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top executive</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university level</td>
<td>2.91%</td>
<td>2.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polytechnic level</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
<td>1.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technical school level</td>
<td>2.91%</td>
<td>2.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skilled workers</td>
<td>49.04%</td>
<td>39.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td>1.79%</td>
<td>2.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>information about working history (short time)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existing professional experience in desired occupation</td>
<td>85.61%</td>
<td>87.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daily wage of last employment (€)</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>27.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daily amount of unemployment benefits / assistance (€)</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>21.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration of unemployment until issue (days)</td>
<td>330.98</td>
<td>469.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3: Estimated Average Treatment Effect on the treated in Western Germany (regular employment after treatment); for recipients: share of issued vouchers which is redeemed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>months after issue of voucher</th>
<th>Share in regular employment</th>
<th>for recipients: share of issued vouchers which is redeemed (cumulative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recipients</td>
<td>matched control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.61%</td>
<td>5.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.64%</td>
<td>9.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.01%</td>
<td>12.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.52%</td>
<td>15.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>23.67%</td>
<td>16.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.70%</td>
<td>16.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.25%</td>
<td>18.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>27.09%</td>
<td>20.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 1: Common support for Western Germany
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